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Details of Visit:

Author: Overworked
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 6 Jan 2010 2:00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Usual Hod Ground floor apartment.
Was already at HOD having just seen Poppy so wasnt much of a walk to the end of the bed to put
my clothes on and start the next hour. No passer-bys spotted me in those 6ft but it was a close call
as the curtain had a slight gap in it. Luckily the window was steamed up. Felt very safe but the
heater was maybe a bit too warm on my feet. Wasnt as clean as before because the last punter left
his clothes on the settee. Fortunatly that punter was me so I just put them on again.

The Lady:

Gorgeous Spanish girl with blonde/brown hair. Brown eyes, Fantastic figure. about 5 ft 7, 34D
natural chest. 

The Story:

Ella entered with a smile and a kiss. Asked if I wanted a shower. Since Id just spent an hour with
Poppy yes probably a good idea. Headed to the shower beside the kitchen and took the IQ test of
working out how the shower worked. Its the lever at the bottom BTW, just pull it up slowly.
Back to the room, sorted the finances and soon in DFK and cuddling while standing. Headed to the
bed to give her reverse oral, soon leading to a long session of 69.
She moved the focus solely on me with OWO. Fantasticly good. I didnt know whether she did CIM
so asked "How far can I go?" unfortuanlty as it was so good this seemed to come out as
"ahhFargo?". Luckily I think this was spanish slang for "can I f$%k you?" so on with a rubber and
into cowgirl.
Relaxed with a nice relaxing massage and a chat. Shes really easy to talk to. (Think CIM would
have been a no anyway BTW)
Ella seemes very happy and friendly, focusing on you to make sure your enjoying yourself and she
prefers to take the lead. If you prefer to take the lead it may be a bit off putting but she gives a very
ranchy session so just lie back and enjoy.  
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